The Dynamic Dashboard the global knowledge
centre for AMR R&D
On 31 March 2020, the Global AMR
R&D Hub’s launched its Dynamic
Dashboard and we want your
feedback.
The Dynamic Dashboard is designed to be a resource for
everyone working in the field of AMR R&D to support
evidenced based decision making on where efforts and
resources may be best allocated.

Currently investments into drug
resistant human bacterial infections
captured. Work underway to increase
coverage and scope.
A large number of funders active
As at 31 March 2020, the countries of funders investing in
AMR R&D represented on the Dynamic Dashboard are:
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Brazil, Canada, China, Czech
Republic, Egypt, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, India,
Israel, Japan, Korea, The Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway, Russian Federation, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
GB, USA plus the European Union. More information on
funders is available on our webpage

DATA FACTS

1

81 public and philanthropic funders from across
26 countries and the European Union

2

$2.9 billion (USD) invested in AMR R&D since
2017

3

Over 5000 projects happening across 53
countries

4

R&D is happening across nine research areas

5All information as at 31 March 2020
Activity seen across the entire R&D spectrum
Of the investments presented on 31 March 2020,
research is happening on progressing towards new
products (therapeutics, preventives and diagnostics) and
also on improving our knowledge base and on ways to
strengthen health systems and streamline approaches
(fundamental research, operational and policy).
With the continuing rise of AMR and implications cutting
across all areas of medicine, investments are a necessary
foundation for urgently needed progress.
Action is needed from all world regions and One Health
sectors
The Dynamic Dashboard will be evolving over time to a
broader geographical scope, more pathogens and most
importantly to capture R&D happening is all One Health
sectors.

The level of investment and
international partnerships developing
is encouraging, however more needs
to be done.
Feedback
We welcome your feedback to ensure the Dynamic
Dashboard can meet your needs. Please email
globalamrhub@dzif.de

Given the broad impact of AMR on health worldwide, a
strong and sustainable R&D environment will be paramount
for us to protect today‘s and tomorrows health

Submit your data
Don’t see your data in the Dynamic Dashboard? Would you
like too? Information on how to submit your data is here

